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JERUSALEM: The head of French telecoms giant Orange told
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu yesterday his company
had no truck with a campaign to boycott the Jewish state,
despite Israeli allegations. “I regret, deeply, this controversy,”
Stephane Richard told Netanyahu in English in videotaped
remarks distributed by the premier’s office. “I want to make it
totally clear that Orange as a company has never supported
and will never support any kind of boycott against Israel,” he
said, on the second day of a peacemaking visit to Israel.

A row erupted after remarks by Richard during a news
conference in Cairo on June 3 in which he said the firm was
planning to withdraw its brand from Israel at the earliest pos-
sible opportunity. Orange licences its name and logo for use
by Israeli firm Partner Communications under an agreement
due to run until 2025. Israel reacted furiously to Richard’s
comments, accusing him of bowing to a Palestinian-led boy-
cott campaign.

In statements at the start of yesterday’s meeting,
Netanyahu went straight on the offensive as Richard stood at
his side. “It’s no secret that the remarks you made last week
were widely seen as an attack on Israel,” he said. “We seek a
genuine and secure peace with our Palestinian neighbours
but that can only be achieved through direct negotiations
between the parties without preconditions, it will not be
achieved through boycotts and through threats of boycotts.”

The Orange chief flew into Israel on Thursday for a two-
day visit in a bid to soothe Israeli anger. Richard’s Cairo com-
ments were interpreted in Israel as a response to a report by a
group of NGOs which accused Orange of indirectly support-
ing settlement activity through its agreement with Partner.

‘Miserable Remarks’ 
Partner operates in Israeli settlements in the occupied

West Bank, which are illegal under international law and wide-

ly opposed by the international community. “We are doing
business, we are doing communication, we are here to con-
nect people, certainly not to participate in any kind of boy-
cott,” Richard told Netanyahu.  “Our will is to strengthen and
to keep on investing here,” he said, referring to local sub-
sidiaries unconnected to Partner. Orange says Israel is the only
country in the world where it has a trademark agreement with
a company that is not a subsidiary. Under the deal it cannot
use the Orange name for its own activities there. In a recent
letter to Israel’s deputy foreign minister Tzipi Hotovely, seen
by AFP, Richard wrote that the Orange group “has a lasting
presence in Israel” through its Fab Israel startup accelerator
program and subsidiaries such as its business services unit and
Internet television specialist Viaccess-Orca. “In Israel, we have
been active for over 20 years and we are continually investing
in our companies and in our people,” an Orange statement
quoted Richard as telling Netanyahu yesterday. — AFP 

Orange CEO tells Israel he will never back boycott

ATHENS/BRUSSELS: EU officials revealed
yesterday that they had held their first for-
mal talks on the worst-case scenario for
Greece, but the darkening outlook failed to
fluster Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras, who
holed up with his negotiators after proclaim-
ing his optimism at an open air concert. No
one knows, least of all in Athens or Brussels,
whether the anti-austerity government can
reach a deal with its international lenders
before an end-June deadline to avoid put-
ting the country in grave danger of crashing
out of the euro zone.

But senior European Union officials are
taking no chances, and have discussed a
series of scenarios, several officials told
Reuters. These included a potential Greek
default on a 1.6 billion euro payment to the
International Monetary Fund, the global
lender of last resort, at the end of this month,
they said. While Europe let loose a barrage of
warnings, the leftist Greek government
exuded calm and optimism. A cheerful
Tsipras was mobbed by supporters late on
Thursday at an open air concert to celebrate
the reopening of a TV station, still wearing
the blue suit he had worn at crisis talks that
morning in Brussels.

His boisterous mood belied his tough
talks with German Chancellor Angela Merkel
and French President Francois Hollande on
Wednesday, and European Commission
President Jean-Claude Juncker on Thursday.
Juncker jokingly called the meeting hall a
“torture room”. The failure to break a stale-
mate over a cash-for-reforms deal prompted
the IMF to withdraw its team of experts. It
also convinced EU officials holding scenario
planning at a meeting in Bratislava to brace
for the worst.

Government representatives, preparing
next week’s Eurogroup meeting of euro
zone finance ministers, concluded in the
Slovak capital that there were three scenar-
ios, and that the best of them, reaching a
deal next week, was now the least likely. The
second scenario was a further extension of
Greece’s current bailout program, which
expires this month at the same time as
Greece must repay 1.6 billion euros to the
IMF. The third - discussed formally for the
first time at such a senior level in the EU -
was to accept that Greece could default. The
meeting reached no decision or concrete

conclusion, the officials said.

Extreme Scepticism
Most officials argued it was unlikely that

creditors, which include the European
Central Bank, would strike a deal on
reforms with Athens in time to disburse 7.2
billion euros still available under a rescue
program extended in February for four
months. “It would require progress in a
matter of days that has not been possible in
weeks. The reaction of the ECB, the IMF and
several member states was extremely scep-
tical,” one official familiar with the discus-
sions said. The Greek representative at the
meeting said Athens would do everything
to reach a deal in time, other officials said.
That would in effect mean an agreement in
time to be endorsed by the Eurogroup
when it meets in Luxembourg late on June
18. 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel
urged Greece and its creditors yesterday to
keep pushing for a deal. “Where there’s a
will there’s a way but the will has to come
from all sides so it’s important that we keep
speaking with each other,” she told a con-
ference in Berlin. Tsipras’s government was

elected in February on a platform to reject
the austerity policies it says have worsened
one of the deepest economic depressions
in modern times. It says it wants a deal with
creditors that would keep Greece in the
euro zone, but not at a cost of violating “red
lines” such as deeper cuts to pensions and
workers’ rights.

Common Cause
Thursday’s walkout by IMF experts gave

Athens one area of common cause with its
European creditors. “The non-participation
of the IMF in the political negotiation
amounts to nothing more than putting
pressure on everyone - the Commission,
the ECB, Greece,” a Greek official said. “It is
piling pressure in all directions - especially
Berlin - with the aim of implementing
tough policies in Greece in order to secure
its money.”

Tsipras has tried to create an impression
of business as usual. His first engagement
after rushing home from Brussels on
Thursday was the concert celebrating the
revival of the ERT state TV station, closed
exactly two years ago under cuts ordered
by the EU and IMF lenders. — Reuters 

ATHENS: Greece’s Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras (left) welcomes Egyptian Defense
Minister Gen Sedki Sobhi Sayyid Ahmed at his office yesterday. Greek officials said the
discussions concerned security issues in the region. Greece and Cyprus have agreed to
work closer with Egypt on proposed Mediterranean natural gas projects. —AP 
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fruits of reforms
BERLIN: German Chancellor Angela Merkel said yesterday that a
strong euro would make it more difficult for eurozone countries to
enjoy the benefits of the structural reforms they have pushed
through.  In the global economy, “a very strong” euro would make it
difficult for countries such as Spain and Portugal, which adopted sig-
nificant reforms during the economic crisis, to “harvest the fruits of
those reforms, in exports, for example,” Merkel told a congress for
family-run businesses in Berlin. 

Germany, one of the world’s top exporters, has benefitted from a
weakening of the euro in recent months, as it makes its exports
cheaper. Turning to Greece, Merkel said she hoped a solution could
still be found between Athens and its creditors. “Where there is a will,
there is a way,” the chancellor said. “But there must be a will on all
sides. That’s why I think it is right that we continue to talk to one
another again and again.” 

Greece said it needed to clinch a deal with its EU-IMF creditors by
June 18 to avert a default on its debt, as pressure mounts on Athens
to give in to tough reform demands. One of Greece’s key creditors,
the International Monetary Fund, pulled its team out of negotiations
on Thursday because of major differences, dampening earlier opti-
mism from the Europeans that an agreement could be close.

Merkel said it was “not the first time that a country has had to
push through structural reforms. That’s why we say individual effort
and solidarity go hand in hand in Europe. That applies to everyone.”
Earlier, the head of the federation of family-run businesses, Brun-
Hagen Hennerkes, had criticised the European Central Bank and its
recent monetary policy measures, such as a massive bond purchase
programme. 

But Merkel defended the ECB’s actions. “A central bank such as
the ECB must consider what must be done if inflation is too low,” she
said. The ECB has come under fire in Germany for a controversial pro-
gram of so-called quantitative easing or QE, a massive 1.0-trillion-
euro ($1.1-trillion) bond purchase program with which it hopes to
push stubbornly low inflation in the single currency area back up to
rates that are compatible with healthy economic growth. — AFP

BERLIN German Chancellor Angela Merkel addresses the
association of family businesses at the Adlon Hotel yester-
day. — AFP 


